
The court dimensions 

 A racquetball court; fully enclosed indoor or outdoor with a front wall. The standard 

racquetball court is rectangular: 40 feet long, 20 feet wide, and 20 feet high with red lines 

defining the service and serve reception areas.  

The "service box" is formed by the short line - a solid red line running the court's width parallel 

to the front and back walls at a distance of 20 feet - and the service line parallels the short line 

and is 15 feet from the front wall. Within the service box there are two sets of lines perpendicular 

to the short and service lines. 

One set of lines is 18 inches from, and parallel to, the side walls. Along with the short line, 

service line, and side wall these lines define the doubles box, where the non-serving doubles 

partner stands during the serve; 36 inches from the side wall is another set of lines which, along 

with the short line and the service line, define an area that the server must not enter if he wishes 

to hit a drive serve between himself and the nearest side wall. The receiving line is a parallel 

dashed line 5 feet behind the short line.
[7][dead link]

 

Other equipment needed: 

 A racquetball; a dynamic (bouncy) rubber ball of 2.25 in. (57 mm) diameter  

 A racquetball racquet; no longer than 22 inches  

 Racquetball eyeguards (mandatory during competitions; some recreational players play 

without eyeguards but this is not recommended, as being hit in the eye by the ball can cause 

permanent vision damage).  

 

Racquetball differs from other racquet sports as most competitive players wear a glove on their 

racquet hand for the purpose of getting a better grip on the racquet (similar to golfers using a 

glove when driving), but gloves are optional equipment. Also, players usually wear a 

comfortable short sleeved shirt and shorts, as well as racquetball court shoes designed for 

enabling quick lateral as well as forward and backward movement. 

Racquetballs are manufactured in a variety of colors, and some are for specific purposes (e.g., 

outdoor play vs. indoor play), but the differences are unlikely to make much difference for 

recreational play. Racquetballs do break occasionally, and will lose their bounce over time even 

without breaking. 

Rules 

Play begins with the serve. The serving player must bounce the ball on the floor once and hit it 

directly to the front wall, making the ball hit the floor beyond the short line; otherwise the serve 

counts as a fault.
[8]

 The ball may touch one side wall, but not two, prior to hitting the floor; 

hitting both side walls after the front wall (but before the floor) is a "three wall serve," and a 

fault. Also, serving the ball into the front wall so that it rebounds to the back wall without hitting 

the floor first is a long serve, and a fault. 
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Other fault serves include a ceiling serve in which the ball touches the ceiling after the front wall 

and serving before the receiving player is ready. Also, the server must wait until the ball passes 

the short line before stepping out of the service box, otherwise it is a fault serve. 

If the server hits the ball directly to any surface other than the front wall the server immediately 

loses serve regardless of whether it was first or second serve. 

After the ball bounces behind the short line, or passes the receiving line, the ball is in play and 

the opposing player(s) may play it. 

Usually, the server is allowed two opportunities (called first serve and second serve) to put the 

ball into play (two serve rule), although elite level competitions often allow the server only one 

opportunity (one serve rule). 

After a successful serve, players alternate hitting the ball against the front wall. The player 

returning the hit may allow the ball to bounce once on the floor or hit the ball on the fly. 

However, once the player returning the shot has hit the ball, either before bouncing on the floor 

or after one bounce, it must strike the front wall before it hits the floor. Unlike during the serve, a 

ball in play may touch as many walls, including the ceiling, as necessary so long as it reaches the 

front wall without striking the floor. 

Hinders 

Due to the nature of the game, players often occupy the space their opponent(s) want(s) to 

occupy. This may result in a player blocking his opponent's ability to play the ball. Such 

occurrences are termed either hinders or penalty hinders. A hinder is a replay of the current rally, 

while a penalty hinder results in the player who caused the avoidable obstruction to lose the 

rally. A type of hinder is a screen in which the player is unable to see the ball prior to it passing 

the opponent. 

The difference between a hinder and a penalty hinder (or formerly an avoidable hinder) is that in 

the latter case a player has missed out on a clear opportunity to make a rally-winning shot due to 

the obstruction by the player's opponent, while in the former case the opportunity missed would 

not clearly have led to a winning shot. This difference is almost always a judgment call by the 

referee (if available). 

There is also a "court" hinder in which some part of the playing field caused the ball to bounce 

untrue. Often this is the door frame or (recessed) handle or a flaw in the floor or walls. In this 

case, the rally is a re-serve. 

Scoring 

Points can only be scored by the serving player or serving team in a doubles game, and points are 

the result of winning a rally that began with a successful serve. 

During play, a player loses the rally if any one of the following occurs:
[9]
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1. The ball bounces on the floor more than once before being struck.  

2. The ball does not reach the front wall on the fly.  

3. The ball flies into the spectator's gallery or wall opening or strikes an out-of-bounds 

surface above the court's normal playing area [cf. Rule 2.1(a)].
[10]

  

4. A slow ball strikes another player without the estimated speed and/or direction to strike 

the front wall.  

5. A ball struck by a player hits that player or that player's partner.  

6. A penalized hindrance [cf. Rule 3.15].
[11]

  

7. Switching racquet hands during a rally.  

8. Touching the ball with either the body or uniform.  

9. Carrying or slinging the ball with the racquet.  

Under USA Racquetball rules, matches are best of three games with the first two games to 15 

points and a third game to 11 points, if necessary. USA Racquetball rules do not require players 

to win by two, so a match score line could read 15-14, 14-15, 11-10. Racquetball Canada 

matches are also the best of three format, but require a winning margin of at least two points. 

International competitions run by the International Racquetball Federation are like the USA 

Racquetball scoring system: two games to 15 with a tie-breaker to 11, if necessary, and win by 1. 

However, the men's and women's pro tours play matches that are the best-of-five games to 11 

points, requiring a two-point margin for victory. 

Game variations 

Racquetball games can be played with two, three or four players, with doubles or singles 

matches being most common. Two player games are called singles or "one-up" (1 vs. 1 for the 

entire game), while four player games are doubles with two pairs playing against each other (2 

vs. 2 for the entire game). Tournament competitions have divisions for singles or doubles or 

both. 

Three-player games are most commonly called "Cut-throat" and sometimes "Ironman" (2-on-1 

for the entire game) where each player takes turns serving to the other two, who play as a team 

against the serving player. Another 3 player game is "California," "In-and-Out," or "King of the 

Court" where play is 1 vs. 1 with the third player remaining in the back court out of play while 

the other two play a rally; the rally winner then serves to the player who was sitting out, and the 

rally loser stays out of play. Another 3 player variation is "Sevens" in which one player plays 

against two players as a team, with the game being played to 7 points; if the two player team gets 

to 7 first, the game is over, but if the solo player gets to 7 first then the game continues to 14; if 

the solo player again reaches 14 first, then the game continues to 21, where the game ends 

regardless of whether the solo player or the two player team reach 21 first. 

Service 

Serve style varies drastically from player to player. Generally, they are divided into two types: 

offensive and defensive. Most players use an offensive serve for the first serve, and a defensive 

serve if they need to hit a second serve. Of the offensive serves, the most common is the drive. 
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The intention with this serve is for the ball to travel low and fast towards either back corner, and 

to bounce twice before striking either side wall or the back wall. If the opponent is adjusting to 

the drive serve, the server will throw in any variety of jam serves. 

A jam serve is an offensive serve which attempts to catch the opponent off balance by making 

use of difficult angles and unfrequented play space. The most common jam serve is the Z-serve, 

which strikes the front wall close to a side wall. The ball bounces quickly off the side wall, then 

strikes the floor and then the opposite side wall about 30–35 feet back. Depending upon the spin 

the server gives the Z-serve, the resulting carom may prove unpredictable and difficult to return. 

Side spin may cause the ball to bounce parallel to the back wall. 

A pinch serve is similar to a drive serve; however, the ball strikes a side wall very low and close 

to the serving box. With the appropriate spin, the ball has little bounce, and is difficult to return. 

It is possible that a successful serve would strike the sidewall before the short line, and land on 

the floor after the short line. 

If the player faults on the first serve, they will usually hit a defensive serve. Defensive serves do 

not usually garner aces, but they are designed to generate a weak return by the opponent, thereby 

setting up the server to win the point. Most defensive serves are any variety of lob serves. A 

plain lob serve is a ball hit with a long, high arch into either back corner. The goal is to hit the 

ball so that it lands as close as possible to the back wall, giving the opponent very little room to 

hit a solid return. A junk lob takes a shallower arch, and lands close to the side wall somewhere 

between the dotted line and the back wall. This lob is intended to deceive the opponent into 

thinking he has an easy kill. However, since the ball is in the deep zone, it will more likely set up 

the server for an offensive shot. 

Offensive shots 

Straight-in shots are usually meant to hit the front wall as low as possible. If the ball contacts the 

front wall so low as to bounce twice before it reaches the service line it is called a "kill" shot. 

Straight-in shots are normally attempted with the idea of hitting toward the area of the court the 

opponent cannot cover. Straight-in shots hit where the opponent can't return them are called 

down-the-line and cross court passing shots. Often kill shots are returned very close to the back 

wall as the ball is moving towards the front wall. 

Pinches and splats are shots that strike the side wall before the front wall. This often makes the 

ball bounce twice quickly to end the rally. Pinches normally strike the side wall towards the front 

part of the court, often within a few inches from the front wall. 

The "splat" shot is an elongated pinch that strikes the side wall towards the back part of the 

court. It often makes a distinctive splatting sound. A very disorienting shot named the "rayjay 

splat" after Ray Johnson, a Wyoming state champion, who consistently used this shot by 

smashing the ball into the sidewall at such an angle that it would "Z" into the opposite front wall, 

arriving with such minimum momentum that it would "die" at the front wall and not rebound as 

expected. The best defense is to listen for the splat and anticipate the ball action. The advantage 

to a splat shot, beyond an unpredictable angle, is that it creates a longer distance to travel 



forward for the opponent who is held between a tension of going forward and staying back 

because of velocity of passing shots. 

Pinches are classified as frontside or reverse. A right-handed player shooting a forehand shot to 

the right front corner is shooting a frontside pinch. A right-handed player shooting to the left 

front corner is a reverse pinch. A right-handed player shoots a backhand frontside pinch to the 

left corner and a reverse double pinch to the right corner. Everything for a left-handed player 

would be the opposite. 

The dink is another very effective offensive shot designed to end the point. It is a shot very low 

to the front wall hit very softly so as to bounce twice before the opponent can get to it. Dinks are 

most effective when the opponent is positioned deep in the court. 

Another important shot type is the "Z" shot. This shot is effective at confusing and tiring out 

your opponent. To hit a "Z" shot one hits the side wall hard and up high causing the ball to hit 

the front then the other side wall then back to the original side wall. If done correctly, the path of 

the ball will be Z shaped. This shot can have confusing bounces which can frustrate opponents. If 

done correctly, a "Z" shot will apply spin to the ball as well on the final bounce, causing it to 

rebound perpendicular to the second wall and fall parallel to the back wall, the closer the better. 

This makes the "Z" shot very difficult to return. 

An interesting and surprise attack shot is the "CB Pinch", named after Charlie Beram, a Colorado 

state champion who is credited with this unique style. The CB Pinch occurs where the player 

responds to a ceiling shot quickly, in front of the service line and right after the floor bounce. 

The shot is basically a redirected floor bounce (knee to waist high), where the ball is directed 

very softly but quickly to either corner from a position in front of the service line. The fact that 

the shot is taken right after a ceiling shot-floor bounce usually leaves the opponent in the rear of 

the court defenseless against the CB Pinch, when the player has suddenly rushed forward to take 

the shot. 

Defensive shots 

Defensive shots are defined as shots which are not returned low to the front wall. 

The ceiling ball shot is the primary defensive shot. This is a shot that strikes the ceiling at or near 

the front wall. The ball will bounce once in the forecourt and should then travel in a high arc to 

arrive as close to, and as vertical to, the back wall. Often this is aimed at the corner which would 

require a backhand return by the opponent. This makes it difficult for the opponent to return the 

ball as he cannot make a full arc of the racquet. However, if the ball comes down too long or too 

short of the back wall, this can allow the opponent a kill shot. 

Another defensive shot is the high Z. Used when the defensive player is near the front wall, the 

high Z is hit ten feet high or higher into the front wall near a corner. The ball then bounces from 

the side wall all the way to the opposite side wall, usually traveling over the top of the opponent, 

hitting the opposite side wall with spin. The spin will cause the ball to leave the opposite wall 
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almost perpendicular to it. This may confuse inexperienced opponents but importantly, if very 

close to and parallel to the rear wall, makes for a difficult return shot. 

The "around the world" or "3 wall" defensive shot is hit like a pinch shot but high on the wall 

toward the ceiling. It travels around the court in a high trajectory and is an alternative to hitting a 

ceiling ball. 

Two other defensive shots are used but are less effective. If the defensive player is in the 

backcourt but unable to position himself for a non-defensive shot, he may need to hit the ball off 

of the back wall. The ball often returns without much force and is easily returned. The round-the-

world shot is hit high into the side wall first so the ball then hits the front wall and then the other 

side wall, effectively circling the court. It can be easily cut off and is rarely used anymore. 

Strategy 

The primary strategy of racquetball is to command the center of the court just at or behind the 

dashed receiving line. This allows the player to move as quickly as possible to all areas of the 

court and limit open court areas which are difficult to defend. After a shot, return quickly to 

center court. The antithesis of this is to be against a wall which severely limits the player's 

movement and allows the opponent an open court. 

Keep an eye on the opponent by glancing sideways to anticipate his return shot and move 

appropriately in the court. Learn the typical return shots of the opponent and move appropriately 

in the court for a return shot. Attempt to not be predictable with your return shots. 

Other more obvious strategies are to keep the returned ball as low on the front wall as possible, 

keeping the ball moving fast (limiting reaction time) and to keep your opponent moving away 

from center court by the use of lobs, cross court shots, and dinks. 

 


